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Constraints Accommodation
The development proposes the integration of a
number of physical constraints within its layout,
primarily - retention of existing trees and hedgerow
features and integration of a offset corridor to the
rear of Manor House Listed Building.

Existing Trees
Existing boundary trees and hedgerows are to be
retained (including root protection zones). Where
development is alongside these, they maybe in areas
to the rear or side of homes (but building will be
outside of their shading).

Rear of Manor House corridor

Figure 4.04: Extract showing existing tree integration

A corridor of open space has been integrated to the
eastern rear of the Manor House grounds, across
the site to its rural edge. This ensures that no homes
would be seen behind the house when viewed
from the west. It also allows views up to the end of
the existing barn, maintaining appreciation of the
building, from within the site.

Figure 4.05: Extract showing rear no-build corridor

housing facing Manor Green

Figure 4.06: Site section through no-build corridor

Manor Farm, Templecombe
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4.1 LAYOUT
Proximity to Near Neighbours

Boundaries at Combe Hill

We appreciate the concerns which local

Some of these homes have larger gardens screened by

residents have about new development

planting, whilst others are more exposed to the site with open

being placed at the rear of existing homes

fences and minimal planting. Currently, the driveway and its

around Templars Barton and off Combe

wide grassed margins, which serve Manor Farm, runs along

Hill.

the backs of all these houses.
how

It is proposed that this driveway will remain in-situ to serve

to

Manor House and will not form part of the planning application.

make boundaries secure and minimise

The drive and its grassed margins will remain as a distancing

overlooking between new and existing

buffer between the existing homes and the application siteA

homes.

new fence and gate will secure entrance to this driveway as

Our

proposal

development

has
could

considered
be

designed

private property so will maintain the rear garden boundaries
in their current situation. A planted boundary at the edge of
the drive will edge the site boundary for the new homes and
further filter views between the two.
The scheme shows how the new houses can be placed at least
21m apart from existing homes (a generally accepted back to
back distance between buildings where windows maybe from
principal rooms).
In regards to the existing bungalow at the site entrance, the
existing driveway retention ensures that new homes will be at
least 25m away from.

Combe Hill

25m

Existing Manor Farm driveway

Tally-Ho
Figure 4.07: Site section through rear of existing bungalow on Combe Hill
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21m

25m

Figure 4.08: Extract showing the Combe Hill boundary

Swale

Figure 4.09: Existing Manor Farm Driveway boundary to Combe Hill

Manor Farm, Templecombe
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4.1 LAYOUT

24m

Proximity to Near Neighbours

Filtering Landscape
Rear
Gardens New limited height homes set
perpendicular to existing homes

Boundaries - Templars Barton
These existing homes have very short

Drainage
basin

gardens and minimal / visibly permeable
boundaries which mean they are quite
open to the existing field. We considered
three design approaches for this edge of
the site as a result:
Nos 16 / 17 / 18 Templars Barton

1. Plant a tree buffer at the site

27m

boundary which blocks views from
the existing homes. We have not

Rear garage access
Rear Gardens

Manor
Farm
garden

proposed this as we think it would
overshadow

the

existing

small

gardens and block light.
2. Place public open space at the
boundary. We have not proposed
this as we think it could encourage
public

nuisance

near

existing

gardens and make them less secure
unless a tall fence is put up, which
would overshadow small gardens.

N s 14 - 15 Templars Barton
o

3. Place rear gardens or private
21m
Garage

parking of new dwellings at the

Manor
Green
Rear Gardens

boundary to make the edges
Manor
Farm
garden

secure, with some new planting
to filter the views. We think this is
the better option for development
here.
New homes are therefore shown
backing
boundary

towards
to

the

existing

Templars

Barton

housing to secure those edges into
private situations.
N s 16 Templars Barton
o
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Figure 4.10: Site sections through
Templars Barton boundary

4

18

24m
17

14

15

16

21m
27m

Zone where reduced height
homes would be preferable

Figure 4.11: Extract showing the Templars Barton boundary

The scheme shows how the new houses can be

dense trees) to filter views between the two.

placed at least 21m apart from existing homes (a

Numbers 14 and 15 are small houses facing south

generally accepted back to back distance between

into the ste, but are lower down. The outlook from

buildings where windows maybe from principal

these has been aligned in the scheme with an access

rooms).

to a small rear parking area which retains an openess

Where new homes are parallel with existing homes it

from their gardens.

is shown that the new homes around this edge could

It is also proposed that homes in these locations

be detached to maximise gaps between them. Rear

could also be reduced height development.

areas could use communal planted areas (but not tall

Figure 4.12: Existing Templars Barton boundary to the site

Manor Farm, Templecombe
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4.2 SCALE
Building Heights
It is proposed that the site is developed to provide
predominantly two storey dwellings.
However, as noted on the previous page, the area of
development around Templars Barton is proposed
to be limited in height to allow for a considered
response to the existing homes.

Parameter Plan Key
up to 80 dwellings / Average Density of 33dph within footprint
Limited height development areas (max 6.7m ridge height)
Development areas (max 9.5m ridge height)

(Development Areas include C3 residential uses, roads and parking)

Green Infrastructure

(Green Infrastructure including landscape buffers, play areas, public open
space, landscape planting, Community Woodland, Sustainable Urban
Drainage System and footpaths)

Key new boundary planting areas
Access to Site & Manor Farm Driveway
Indicative internal site access routes
Indicative pedestrian link
Existing Trees
Figure 4.13: Parameter Plan (19025_600B)
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4.3 QUANTUM
Land Use Areas
It is proposed that the development will provide up to
80 new homes. The division of land-uses is broken
down as below:

Accommodation schedule
As an Outline Application, there is no set housing
mix proposed at this stage. However, the site is
able to accommodate a range of different sizes,
types (including affordable) and styles to deliver an
attractive mix of accommodation types and sizes
into this accessible location.
The Sketch Layout opposite shows a variety of
dwellings footprints integrated into the site to
Figure 4.14: Parameter Plan Diagram (19025_600B)

Land Bud

Reserved Matter stage. It uses terraced and semi
Proposed Development Footprint Areas 2.44ha

The final housing mix would be agreed with

(including C3 residential uses, roads and parking)

Officers at Reserved Matter stage, however the site

Green Infrastructure 1.87ha

could deliver the following (or similar) indicative
breakdown which reflects the Council’s housing
market assessment –

•

2 x bed =30

•

•

3 x bed = 29

•

4+ x bed = 9

1 x bed = 12

space). This equates to a density of 19 dph for the
site itself, which is reflective of densities in the village.

landscape planting, Sustainable Urban Drainage System

inc indica

and footpaths
and 450sqm of children/teenage play / activity area

49

Highway
Policy HW1
The Council’s open space pre-app calculator
states that up to 180 people (based on average
household size of 2.25) requires :
Formal Equipped Play Space = 360sqm

- not seeking development which is so dense that

Teenage Provision = 89sqm

it would only provide apartments, nor so dispersed

Informal Open Space = 0.31ha

that it would only accommodate large detached

Formal Sport = 0.22ha (in this case it is assumed

Design and Access Statement

Amenity o
(inc play a

Commun

This density is broadly in keeping with the local area

homes and exclude smaller homes.

(inc 500s
buffer zon

Natural o

It is proposed that the development of the site for up
development footprint area (which excludes open

Residenti

(including landscape buffers, public open space,

Development Density
to 80 units will be at an average of 33dph within the

Applicatio

to be an off-site contribution)

et

reflect the varied settlement edges.

Application Boundary 4.31ha

Stre

detached houses as well as detached properties to

Hig
h

demonstrate how the site could be designed at

4

Figure 4.15: Sketch Layout Showing Illustrative housing scheme
Manor Farm, Templecombe
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4.4 ACCESS AND MOVEMENT
Site Access Junction
A priority ‘T’ junction will be provided on the A357
Combe Hill. This replaces the existing gated access to
Manor Farm with a new access for cars, pedestrians

Walking & Cycling
A new pedestrian pathway is proposed through the
northern open space, linking the site with East Street to
improve overall pedestrian permeability from the village.

and cyclists. There is scope to combine with the recently

It will be possible to push cycles along this pathway

approved access for two units on the neighbouring site

should cyclists wish to access East Street without using

and this continues to be explored as an option.

the Combe Hill junction.

Figure 4.16: i-Transport highways design showing proposed site access junction and footway on Combe Hill

Figure 4.17: Image of present site access gate
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Main Street

Site Highway Network
The new development road network from Combe Hill

Side Roads (slow speed)

access will be designed to minimise vehicle speeds, with

Private driveway to Manor Farm (retained in-

side roads from this to give priority for pedestrians and

situ)

cyclists in particular. These will be designed to reflect

Proposed open space footpath network

design and parking standards set by Somerset County
Council (at the time of a Reserved Matter submission).
Ea

Co
m

be

st

St
re
et

H il
l

Figure 4.18: Movement diagram
Manor Farm, Templecombe
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4.5 LANDSCAPE
Landscape Strategy
The landscape strategy for the site creates a green
and blue infrastructure network that responds to
the site’s topographical constraints and boundary
conditions.
The scheme responds to the transitional nature of
the edge of the village site, in particular it brings
the character of the rural landscape into the village
and provides a landscape buffer to define the edge.
Overall the scheme proposes:
1.

A

connected

green

infrastructure

Figure 4.19: Indicative landscape character influences imagery

network

which provides opportunities for landscape
enhancement, ecological benefit and community
recreation.
2. Provision of landscaping to soften the transition
between Templecombe and open countryside to
the east

landscape and ecological value of the proposal
The landscape structure of the proposal is delivered
in three key elements:
1.

The Eastern Edge - The boundary spaces
which wraps around the eastern side of the
scheme providing a landscape buffer, ecological
corridors, informal open space provision, SUDs

3. Retention of existing hedgerows and trees to

basins, teenager activity area and community

provide a mature landscape setting for new

woodland. This includes retaining the short

homes which will be reinforced with new planting

stretches of existing hedgerows on the boundary.

to enhance the ecological value of the site.

2. Manor Green - A linear focal space which

4. Seasonally wet areas will form part of the drainage

provides amenity grassed open spaces at the

strategy and be landscaped to provide visual and

centre of the homes. This includes provision of

ecological benefits.

a children’s play area (LEAP). This linear space is

5. Provision of community use areas, which
includes; play provision and amenity open space.
6. The use of native plant species, especially those
which are locally characteristic to enhance

situated to align with the rear of the barn at the
end of Manor House and affords that an open
aspect towards the east.
3. The Street Spaces - Nodal spaces and routes are
greened with tree planting to soften the overall
proposal and enhance the different areas of the
scheme.

Figure 2.41: Landscape Plan
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1

2

2

1
3

Figure 4.20: Landscape diagram

Manor Farm, Templecombe
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4.5 LANDSCAPE
Landscape Character
Public Open Space - Eastern Edge
Open spaces to the eastern edge would combine
meadow grass with new hedgerows and native
tree planting to form site boundaries and new
ecologically varied habitats.
Its character would be naturalistic, leafy, informal
and softer than usual recreational open space.
These spaces can also accommodate opportunities
for low key teenager / young adult activity areas.

Public Open Space - Manor Green
In the centre of the site, the Manor Green open
space would be managed for amenity use, with
mown grassed areas. This would still be natural in
experience, but allows for general recreation and
informal play activities.
The children’s play area is able to be naturally
designed and equipped - replacing urban type
fittings with discoverable play opportunities.

Figure 4.21: indicative landscape character influences imagery
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Hedgerow Buffers

Tree planting

The hedgerows on the site boundaries will be

The detailed tree planting strategy throughout

left to grow-on and will be reinforced with new

the scheme will be discussed with the Local

planting in order to eventually be established

Planning Authority, with details submitted

as mixed scrub and woodland belts. This

in fulfilment of the condition or as part of a

will create a new landscape edge to the site,

subsequent Reserved Matters Application.

with increased tree canopy cover and form a

Street tree selection will balance the need to

stronger definition to Templecombe from the

respect the residential amenity of new properties

east. The tree planting will be mixed native

and the use of the nodal spaces, but more

species.

importantly, the need to ensure that the trees are
of a sufficient potential size in the longer term
to make a meaningful contribution to the public
realm.
Trees within Manor Green would be a mixture
of species, rather than a single species. This will
provide visual interest and navigable diversity
through the space

Community Woodland
The Site has an area of land which could be
given over to allow a community woodland
to be established, This would increase tree
cover within the Parish and could provide an
opportunity for the school children to get
involved in sustainable activities locally.

Figure 4.22: indicative landscape character influences imagery

Manor Farm, Templecombe
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4.5 LANDSCAPE
Foul Drainage
An existing public sewer runs at the rear of existing

Water Management

homes off Combe Hill next to the Manor Farm

Best practice recommends rainfall run-off from
roads and roofs is collected and conveyed
at surface within green sustainable drainage
features, rather than piped into drains. The
system is designed to slow down the rate at
which rainwater flows across and off-site, to
prevent flooding during heavy rain.

driveway. A connection would be made to this for
the foul drainage from the development.
1. A small pumping
station

would

be

required in the north
of the site to pump
back up to the sewer.

Surface Water Drainage Systems
2. A network of swales (ditches) instead

The swales and basins will provide amenity value, water

of pipes carry surface water run-off

quality management, and biodiversity benefits. Vegetation

from the housing and roads through

and features within the surface water system can ensure that

the eastern open space.

the water collected is filtered to minimise pollution and silting

3. The swales feed into an small

up.

‘attenuation’ basin which holds some

A smaller basin would hold back rainwater before releasing

water during storm events. It then flows

into a larger basin from where it would infiltrate into the

into a larger infiltration basin. This is

ground, as per best practice guidelines. Both basins are dry

designed to store the water and allow

except during rain events and provide amenity, water quality,

it to drain gradually into the ground

and biodiversity benefits.

at a rate which would be agreed with
the Local Flood Authority. They are dry
except in periods of heavy rainfall.

Vegetation and soils/gravels within the surface water drainage
system would treat the rainfall runoff to minimise pollution
prior to infiltrating into the ground.

Figure 4.23: indicative landscape character influences imagery
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1

3

2

3

2

To be replaced
with hand
drawn sketch
version

Figure 4.24: Drainage Strategy
Manor Farm, Templecombe
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4.6 APPEARANCE
Development Character Strategy

		

Key Building Locations

The appearance of the proposed development
would be traditionally recognisable in character,
using materials which have been influenced by the
village and its context.

Main Street Housing Areas
Housing which will characterise the context
to the Main Street, with a tighter grain from

Due to the site’s compact size, it is important for it

a combination of more cottage pairs and

to take a holistic approach to the architecture, with

attached triples, with on street/courtyard or

unifying elements and colour palettes for the whole

on plot parking.

scheme which will draw upon the references from
the local area.

Use of low walls, railing or fencing to define
front gardens.

The composition of the scheme along the Main Street
corridor will aid in legibility and the cohesiveness
of the site, leading from the site entrance to Manor
Green.
Key buildings are noted as locations where a dwelling
should become a way-marker for the site, to aid

Green Edge Housing Areas
Recognisably loose grain to development
with predominantly detached houses, with
on plot parking,

people navigating their way through the development

Use of native species plot hedges or low

or providing a setting to open spaces. It does not

level informal planting to define front

have to be taller or bigger - just memorable.

gardens.

Many residents will identify with the landscaped

Use of boundary walls to sides of plots in key

spaces which are immediate to their house. As such,

locations.

the generation of names such as ‘Manor Green’, helps
reinforce these distinctive areas from the outset and
can be carried through the development process.
The diagram opposite sets out the particular character
distinctions within the illustrative sketch scheme.

Middle Housing Areas
Housing riding between the main route
to the edge - a grain of cottage pairs and
occasional detached, with on plot parking.
Use of native species plot hedges or low
level informal planting to define front
gardens.

Figure 4.25: Character Sketch Areas
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4.6 APPEARANCE
Development Character Principles
Overall, the proposal can chose to draw references
from traditional rural building forms, massing and
groupings. It can propose a natural material palette
of earthy tones to assist the scheme in softening into
the landscape.
These colours, combined with traditional and
characterful built forms will help the scheme to sit
comfortably within its setting, especially in glimpsed
views through boundary vegetation.
A number of principles are set out on the
following pages which can guide the appearance
of the proposed scheme during Reserved Matter
applications. A number of precedent and context
influence photos are also included as thematic
guidance.
Any details to be agreed within a future Reserved
Matters Application would seek to ensure the homes,
their materials and finishes fit in its context. This
would include ensuring provision of bin / recycling
storage in agreed locations and delivery of car
parking arrangements to be agreed at RM stage.
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Built Form
1. Detached, cottage pairs or runs of three/four
homes
2. Combination of symmetrical and asymmetrical
rurally characterised facade compositions
3. Use of building groupings with varied massing
- i.e. terraced cottages not overtly ‘urban’ in
character
4. Use of varied sized building components which
are brought together to create characterful house
types - avoiding too may square footprints
5. Use of both long and short fronted unit, shallow
and deep floor plans - but avoid conflicting roof
pitches next to each other, or blank side gables
protruding unnecessarily into the streetscape
6. Occasional gable fronted units for relief
components within building frontages
7. Integral garage units (if proposed) should avoid
use of boxed out / protruding garages.

4
Plot Boundaries
1. Low wall / railing boundary treatments to define
boundaries considerately - avoid unnecessarily short
runs or oversized gate pillars too closely spaced
together
2. Provide timber gates to driveways in key locations

3. Native species hedging can be set behind a timber
fence where boundary definition is particularly
important to be maintained
4. Low level plot planting should be of native species, with
flowering or scented interest

Details
1. Flat arched brick detailing or rendered heads to
openings
2. Use of chimney stacks to create roofline
articulation to certain principal buildings.
3. Minimal use of shallower roof pitches
4. Porches - greater use of a pitched canopy than flat.

Materials
1. Use of reconstituted stone/slate and clay effect tiles
to entrance space buildings.

3. Use of coloured render - natural tones (Place rendered
dwellings away from the east facing facades).

2. Use of a distinguishable blend of red/pink/orange/
yellow toned brick - avoid uniform colours.

4. Consider use of feature brick detailing to key elevations,

Figure 4.26: indicative built character influences imagery

Manor Farm, Templecombe
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4.7 SUSTAINABILITY
Key Aspects

Social Sustainability

Emphasis is placed on addressing the scheme’s
sustainability regarding:

The site is within walking distance of Templecombe
village centre which includes a number of amenities
including a railway station, school, village hall, local
shop and cafe.

•

Social - to engender an inclusive, healthy,
facilitated and motivated new community;

•

Economic - to support the sustainability of the
local community; and

•

Environmental - to protect the environment and
its resources.

•

Community Safety - a safer place will be a place
residents will value for the future.

The proposal aims to make a positive contribution by:
•

Making the most efficient use of land;

•

Placing the proposed development in an
accessible location;

•

Providing a layout that gives the opportunity to
create a valued built and natural environment;

•

Protecting and enhancing natural habitats and
local surroundings through the development
process; and

•

Accommodating a sustainable water
management strategy.

Retention of existing trees and the provision of new
landscaping will enhance the character of the site
and increase the sense of social well-being gained
from green space enjoyment. Additionally the
creation of new open spaces will allow for greater
social interaction within the community.
Room for the provision of affordable and family
housing both to buy and to rent as well as social
housing for disabled people. Provision of a range of
home sizes and tenures allows a broad social mix to
develop to strengthen local communities.

Inclusivity
The public realm can be designed to ensure that
it is compliant with highway guidance, including
provision of dropped kerbs and tactile paving as
required. Signs will be clearly displayed, legible and
kept to a minimum to avoid creation of obstructions.

Economic Sustainability
The proposal augments the local population providing
benefits to the viability of local facilities with an increase
to potential footfall for local businesses and services.
Additionally construction of the development will create
job opportunities for people and businesses to support
the local economy.
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Environmental Sustainability

Community Safety

It is proposed that all dwellings on this site will be
designed and constructed to achieve the building
sustainability benchmarks which are now set and
enforced through the Building Regulations (the level to
be achieved will be determined by the date by which
Building Regulations applications are submitted).

“Safer Places: The Planning System and Crime
Prevention” is an ODPM document which gives
guidance for new development.

Ecological Sensitivity
The proposal seeks to be environmentally responsive by
protecting and enhancing natural habitats throughout
the development process. Habitats are respected with
careful placing of open space to afford protection.

The document establishes that there are 7 attributes
that are particularly relevant to crime prevention. These
are general guides to promoting careful thinking about
crime prevention and community safety and creating
quality for the locality.
The seven attributes of a sustainable community which
are relevant to crime prevention are:
•

Access and Movement

•

Structure

•

Surveillance

•

Ownership

•

Physical Protection

•

Activity

Material Management

•

Management and Maintenance

Materials can be sourced to ensure that embodied
energy is minimised - materials from accredited local
manufacturers and suppliers will be sourced where
possible. A construction waste management scheme
can also be considered at a more detailed stage.

All of these points have been considered as part of the
outline stage design. Aspects such as ensuring that
dwellings overlook open spaces, with clear demarcation
of public and private areas, are integral to the scheme.

Water Management
The scheme will manage surface water run-off as part
of the drainage strategy which includes SuDs features
to ensure a responsible scheme which minimises its
impacts.

Landscape
Use of Green Infrastructure will lessen potential urban
heat island effects, with vegetated surfaces which
reduce thermal storage associated with large expanses
of paved surfaces. Tree planting gives summer shade
and buffers against wind exposure.

Manor Farm, Templecombe
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